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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1731473A2] The present invention provides a container transport vehicle for transporting across containers, including: a large carrier
frame (1); a diesel set (2) being used as a power supply; a wheel support frame (3) incorporating with a large carrier redactor; a large carrier drive
machinery (4); and wheels (6), hanging tools (9) and swing-resisting and translation machineries for the hanging tool, wherein, the vehicle further
includes, a lifting machinery (5) and a steering machinery; said large carrier drive machinery comprises a large carrier drive motor mounted on the
wheel support frame, the large carrier reductor and wheel side brakes, the large carrier drive motor is connected to the large carrier reductor, the
wheel side brakes are driven by a hydraulic means and are mounted in hubs, the large drive machinery comprises four wheel support frames; said
lifting machinery is mounted in the iniddle of the large carrier frame, and equipped with four cylinders being connected to the hanging tools; said
steering machinery is equipped with a steering cylinder, a steering arm, steering linkages and a plane turning bearing, the plane turning bearing is
mounted on the wheel support frame being connected to an upper structure body for steering the wheel; each wheel support frame is equipped with
steering linkages, a steering arm is mounted between the ends of two steering linkages, one end of the steering cylinder is connected to the steering
arm, and the other end of the steering cylinder is mounted the carrier frame; the swing-resisting and translation machineries for the hanging tool
drives the reel on the reductor by a drive motor, and draws the hanging tool by the steel rope on the reel; the transport vehicle has four sets of swing-
resisting and translation machineries for the hanging tool, being arranged in two invert trumpet shape so that the hanging tool is in tension state and
is possible to translate; the lifting machinery has a fixed non-extending structure fitting both the 40 feet container operation and the 20 feet container
operation.
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